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Add prehistoric pizzazz to arms, legs, and elsewhere with these colorful dinosaur tattoos. A dozen

specimens includeÂ gigantic herbivores such asÂ apatosaurus andÂ stegosaurus,

plusÂ albertosaurus, tyrannosaurus, and other towering carnivores. IncludesÂ instructions for safe

and easy application and removal.
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These twelve colorful little dinosaur tattoos are shown in graceful, very active poses, running,

leaping, attacking, stalking. While all of them are great to look at, the best is the snarling utahraptor,

which practically leaps out of the picture. Also neat is the albertosaurus, in what has to be a very

lifelike stance. They're all wonderful, though, from the beautiful stegosaurus to the striped

hypsilophodon. The other dinosaurs depicted are tyrannosaurus, gastonia, liliensternus,

argentinosaurus, apatosaurus, urodromeus, centrosaurus, and tylocephale.

got these for a family birthday- multigenerational in which we all put on tattoos. have to say the

grownups and older codgers seemed to enjoy it as much as the kids. dinosaurs are well formed,

well colored. wish they had same attention to detail in frogs and other animals- id buy them all.



My boys loves dinosaurs. These tattoos were a huge hit at my house! They are like other temporary

tattoos and are very easy to apply. They stayed on very well over several days and when we were

ready, they removed quite easily. The colors were great. I would recommend these tattoos to all

dinosaur lovers. :o)

The tattoo is nice and has details of the dinosaurs, but it easily comes off the second day, so my

son was disappointed and asked me to put another again.

I had these as party favors recently; they're a big hit. You get a stegasaurus on your clavicle, then

go to a bar and someone thinks it's the best tatoo they've ever seen. They come off in the shower

very quickly-don't expect it to look ok longer than 12 hours.

I bought these for a little Burmese boy who's only been in our country a short time. He loves

dinosaurs and these amaze him. He chooses which one he wants, we put it where he wants it and

hold a wet papertowel on it for 30 seconds. I count the time out loud to add to the drama. I lift off the

paper and there it is. They all transfer perfectly and stay on for a long time. The colors are bright

and he is thrilled. We put them all over him. He has them on this arms, his legs, his face and his little

belly.I couldn't have found anything else at this price that would make him so happy. Glad I bought

them.

These are very cute temp tattoos! The actual page of tattoos measures (a little less than)6"x5 3/4" &

holds 12 tattoos. I bought 2 "books" to cut out & add in party favor bags & I'm very happy with them.

We included tattoos books with our Xmas, b-day, and other gift packages for kids. Colorful and

detailed, they are a hit every time.
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